GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Simplify Your Global
Supply Chain
What if you could offload the complexities of managing
a global supply chain? Instead of taking on burdens like
product fulfillment, logistics, vendor management, billing,
taxes, and compliance with local laws, let us do it for you.

ConRes Global Solutions
Our global solutions team facilitates the needs of your global supply chain from start to finish. Leverage our dedicated
expertise, decades of experience and international presence to get your multi-vendor solutions into production at your data
centers conveniently and cost-effectively.

WHAT MAKES CONRES GLOBAL SOLUTIONS UNIQUE:

Global footprint, local know-how
Trust our experience in managing international billing,
taxes and compliance with local laws.
Supply chain strategy
We take your infrastructure’s needs by country, by
region and by currency, designing a strategy that
delivers your solutions to their destination in the most
efficient, cost-effective way.
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Removing costs and complexities
Offload the processes of product fulfillment,
delivering solutions in country, in region and on
continent and local professional services.
Procurement consolidation
Minimize suppliers, reduce your supply chain
costs and improve efficiency by centralizing global
procurement entirely within the walls of ConRes.

How We Lead Your Global Logistics
We take on the complexities of your global rollout.
International Desk
Our International Desk gives you a dedicated
team of experts who will manage every
aspect of compliance, regulation and logistics
throughout your global rollout.
Product Classification
We review all HTS and ECCN codes to ensure
correct declarations so we can advise
accurately on all taxes and duties. We’ll make
sure there are no hidden charges or surprises
in relation to product use in country and obtain
all necessary licenses and permits.
Customs Clearance
It is critical for you to work with a partner like
ConRes that knows how to navigate through
customs red tape. It is critical to understand
the steps, which is why having an experienced
and professional partner on your side is critical
to your success.

Delivery Duty Paid (DDP)
Accelerate shipments and cut through red tape
by prepaying any duties or taxes to customs on
your behalf before your shipment even arrives.
Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) and Export
Control Classification Number (ECCN) Codes
ConRes understands global product
classification codes and will handle all
paperwork and document filing on your behalf.
Importer and Exporter of Record Services
Expedite shipping and minimize lead times by
letting us apply to become your Importer and
Exporter of Record so your experts can stay
focused on strategic initiatives.
Export and Import Permits and Licenses
Save your team from having to apply for aand
submit all necessary import/export documents.

Partnerships

By maintaining top partnerships with leading manufacturers, ConRes has the resources and knowledge to knit together
comprehensive solutions that include the most cutting-edge technology on the market.
Vendor Partners
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Shipping Partners

Freight Partners

